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MOBILE MEASUREMENT &
TARGETING ROUNDUP
Despite rapid growth, mobile advertising has been hampered by fragmented
formats and standards, which limit what marketers can do with the newer and
richer types of marketing data available in mobile. Improved measurement and
transparency is key. eMarketer has curated this Roundup of articles, insights
and interviews to help you understand the state of and challenges of mobile
measurement and targeting today.
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MOBILE MEASUREMENT & TARGETING ROUNDUP
OVERVIEW
A look at what will help marketers make progress
in 2018
Despite rapid growth, mobile advertising has been
hampered by fragmented formats and standards, which limit
what marketers can do with the newer and richer types of
marketing data available in mobile.
Full consolidation of standards is still years away, but
improved measurement and transparency will help
marketers make some progress in 2018.
On mobile, apps and websites track identity and measure
performance in their own way, making identity resolution
and attribution more difficult than in a desktop environment.
Consolidation with common standards has begun, but much
more needs to occur.

US Mobile Ad Spending, 2017-2022
2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Mobile ad spending $60.70 $74.97 $90.34 $105.25 $118.93 $131.41
(billions)
—% change

30.0% 23.5% 20.5%

16.5%

13.0%

10.5%

—% of digital ad
spending

67.2% 69.9% 71.8%

74.0%

76.0%

77.1%

—% of total media
ad spending

29.3% 33.9% 38.3%

42.0%

45.3%

47.9%

Note: includes classified, display (banners, rich media, video and other),
email, lead generation, messaging-based advertising and search
advertising; includes ad spending on tablets
Source: eMarketer, March 2018
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Listen in!
Check out an episode of the “Behind the
Numbers,” podcast, in which eMarketer
analysts Lauren Fisher and Yory Wurmser talk
about the challenges marketers face when

Lack of transparency of publisher data is a huge issue
for mobile marketers, and it contributes to ad fraud and
poor targeting. Media Rating Council (MRC) guidelines and
auditing tools have made a difference, but acceptance is still
early, with viewability a notable exception.

working with mobile.

Meanwhile, most of the impact of mobile advertising occurs
away from smartphone screens, in the physical world or on
other devices. As marketers demand proof of performance,
mobile platforms are offering cross-device and online-tooffline (O2O) services.
In 2018, more than a third of all advertising dollars in the
US—33.9%—will go to mobile, even as its share of adults’
media time will only reach 29.4%.
Despite these rosy numbers, mobile marketing could
capture even more ad dollars if measurement and targeting
were easier. “Marketers know that consumer attention
on mobile devices is growing rapidly, but unless we can
prove that this attention can be converted into brand
health, footfall, or offline and online sales, their allocation
toward mobile media won’t ramp as it could,” said
Andrew Dubatowka, vice president of marketing at mobile
advertising platform AdColony.
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eMarketer Forecast: Mobile Ad Spending to Surpass TV in 2018
Nearly half of US paid media ad spending will go to digital channels
This year, driven by display ads, mobile will
account for 69.9% of all digital advertising. With
a 33.9% share of total US ad spend, mobile will
pass TV as the leading advertising medium in the
world’s largest ad market—and we expect that
share will grow to a whopping 47.9% by 2022.

US Total Media Ad Spending Share, by Media,
2018 & 2022
% of total
0.7%

6.5%

3.6% 0.3%

9.1%

5.3%
4.5%

3.0%

14.2%

14.6%
24.8%

“Advertisers are pouring dollars into mobile due to growing
mobile commerce activity. Conversions from mobile display
ad placements have already surpassed those of desktop,”
said Corey McNair, eMarketer forecasting analyst.
Meanwhile, redesigned mobile shopping sites are
improving the surfacing of product information and
reviews, leading to higher conversions from search ads.
Overall, mobile advertising will grow more than three
times faster than total media this year, 23.5% vs. 6.6%.
Transitioning competition from traditional to mobile formats
is leading to escalating ad prices as brands vie for mobile
placements. Advertisers’ increasing spend will push
mobile’s share of total media to 47.9% by 2022.

31.6%

47.9%
33.9%

2018

2022

Mobile

TV (1)

Desktop/laptop

Radio (3)

Out-of-home

Directories (4)

Print (2)

Note: numbers may not add up to 100% due to rounding; (1) excludes
digital; (2) includes newspapers and magazines; excludes digital; (3)
excludes off-air radio and digital; (4) print only; excludes digital
Source: eMarketer, March 2018
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Listen in!
Check out an episode of the “Behind the
Numbers,” podcast, in which we talk about how
mobile ad spending is expected to surpass TV
this year.
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What’s Improving Online-to-Offline Capabilities?
Demand for this measurement has increased over the past 24 months
Online-to-offline (O2O) measurement and
marketing isn’t new, but the ubiquity of
mobile phones has massively expanded what
marketers can do with it. With better location
tracking and identity graphs, marketers now see
the complete consumer journey and use better
tools to judge the full impact of online (and
increasingly traditional) media.

Although rising privacy concerns have started to put
pressure on O2O providers, especially in Europe, they
are unlikely to derail the trend toward greater O2O
measurement. The offline data, however, will likely come
with more restrictions and require more explicit consent
from consumers.
US Retail Ecommerce Sales, 2017-2022
billions, % change and % of total retail sales
$891.77
$787.15

These new O2O capabilities have enabled advertisers to
refine goals, change creative and, in some cases, rethink
their media mix.
Demand for O2O measurements has increased in most
industries over the past 24 months. In fact, only 10.0%
of US retail sales take place online. The rest still occur in
stores, making O2O measurement crucial for retail—and
many other industries as well.
“Visitation data has gotten better, although bid-stream
location data from exchanges is still rife with inaccuracies,
and GPS data has limits in crowded urban environments
and indoor spaces. Most providers use a combination of
signals to get more accurate readings,” said eMarketer
analyst Yory Wurmser.

$690.84
$604.18
$526.09
$454.91

16.3%

15.6%

14.8%

14.3%

13.9%

15.1%

10.0%

11.1%

12.4%

13.7%

9.0%

13.3%

2017

2018

2019

2021

2022

Retail ecommerce sales

2020
% change

% of total retail sales

Note: includes products or services ordered using the internet, regardless
of the method of payment or fulfillment
Source: eMarketer, Feb 2018
235915
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Meanwhile, purchase data is the ultimate goal for many
marketers, especially those in industries like consumer
packaged goods (CPG) and pharma. To link online
advertising with offline purchases, marketers need to wait
for purchase data to come from stores and then link it to
an advertising ID via an identity graph. This can take up to
a month, limiting the optimization that this data provides
during a campaign.
And better offline measurements have led to an increase
of advertising with measurable offline goals.
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Improving Audience Segmentation Is Top Campaign Management Goal
Advertisers are clamoring for more precise ad targeting
Advertisers’ goals run the gamut from improving
customer experience to driving awareness for
particular brands. But when it comes to campaign
management, ad industry insiders are especially
focused on precise audience segments.
In a January survey of 450 advertisers, publishers and
tech developers in North America by Winterberry Group
and the Data & Marketing Association (DMA), 62.0% of
respondents said that improving audience segmentation to
support better ad targeting was one of their top campaign
management priorities. Other priorities, such as crosschannel advertising and data integration, didn’t garner as
much interest among those polled.
As people in the ad industry continue to place further
emphasis on audience segmentation, some vendors are
banking on this trend. For example, Nielsen has invested
millions in building an artificial intelligence (AI) platform
that automates the creation of custom audience segments
for marketers.
Data management platforms (DMPs) are also being
wielded for audience segmenting purposes. According to a
January survey of US advertisers conducted by Advertiser
Perceptions, ad inventory discovery is the top criterion
that drives DMP selection. This is because DMPs help
marketers find inventory that pairs well with their custom
audience segments. Identifying target audiences then
helps programmatic ad buyers decide what inventory
to purchase.

Campaign Management Priorities According to
Marketing Professionals in North America, Jan 2018
% of respondents
Improve audience (customer and prospect) segmentation to
support more precise targeted communications
62.0%
Enable customer journey mapping across channels/touchpoints
53.8%
Activate rules‐driven and trigger‐based marketing
communications
38.7%
Optimize cadence (timing) of marketing messages and other
communications
37.1%
Build and/or enhance cross‐channel audience (customer and
prospect) profiles
34.6%
Better integrate direct mail execution with delivery of digital
efforts
23.9%
Accelerate or intensify our use of email as a foundational
customer communications tool
21.4%
Not at all sure
4.7%
Nothing; my organization does not have any priorities with
respect to campaign management
3.5%
Note: includes agencies, brand marketers and marketing
services/technology providers
Source: Data & Marketing Association (DMA) and Winterberry Group,
"Elevating the Customer Experience" sponsored by Pitney Bowes, April 18,
2018
237176
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Another major campaign management priority in the DMA
and Winterberry Group survey was being able to map
customer behavior across different channels. This may
become more challenging for marketers as users shift their
media consumption to mobile devices, where cookies are
less effective for tracking.
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How Consumers Really Feel About Location Data
Mobile users prefer apps that give them something in return
Consumers have become more comfortable
sharing location details, but in the past year in
particular they have also become choosier about
what they’re willing to share. At the same time,
marketers have a better understanding of how to
use location data and which data to avoid.

US Mobile Location-Targeted Ad Spending, 2017-2022
billions

$38.7
$35.5
$31.1
$26.5
$22.1

By and large, a clear majority of mobile users allow their
devices to track their location—many of their favorite
apps depend on it. But consumers shy away from sharing
location information with apps that don’t give them some
value in return. Younger consumers still opt in to consumer
tracking at high rates.
Data quality remains a problem, and the percentage of
high-quality location data on exchanges has actually fallen.
That said, marketers have much better tools to vet and
verify data, and there are high-quality sources of data,
including GPS directly from publishers and data service
providers that filter out much of the poor-quality data.

$17.1

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

Note: includes mobile ads sold by traditional media players (e.g.,
newspaper/magazine publishers and TV/radio broadcasters)
Source: BIA/Kelsey, "U.S. Local Advertising Forecast 2018: Mobile and
Social" as cited in press release, Feb 1, 2018
235201
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And many are investing in location targeting. In fact,
research from BIA/Kelsey found that US mobile locationtargeted ad spending will more than double between 2017
and 2022.
To really benefit from the use of location data, marketers
must first define their advertising goals before deciding
which type of location data to use.
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How to Improve Your App’s Visibility, Organically
eMarketer report explores mobile app install marketing
In late 2017, Apple unveiled a completely
revamped App Store with a clear focus on
helping surface mobile apps to its users.
Why? Because consumers are drowning in
a sea of options.

The majority of US smartphone users surveyed by Button
and App Annie in November 2017 said they were most
likely to discover or install a new app via one of those app
stores. Other sources, including various types of mobile
advertisements, were considered less likely ways to find or
download a new app.

Apple’s App Store is home to over 2 million mobile apps,
and the number of apps available on the Google Play Store
is even higher—at 3.6 million. Getting an app in front of the
right user is a tricky task, so of course there’s a marketing
discipline to help: app store optimization (ASO).

Users already in an app store are already at the bottom of
the funnel and have signaled an intent to download a new
app. How to convert that to a download?

Optimizing an app’s core assets—such as the icon, title
and description—on Google Play and Apple’s App Store
can help marketers push up their app store ranking without
spending a dime on media buys. If you’d like to use paid
ads, Google is working to make that easier, too. Earlier
this month, Google announced it was adding several new
programs to help app developers reach more users who
want to download their apps. An upcoming beta test will
allow developers to surface relevant app content within
ads, such as in-app product images or descriptions.
Sources from Which US Smartphone Users Are Most
vs. Least Likely to Find/Install New Apps, Nov 2017
% of respondents
Apple App Store/Google Play
59%
6%
Trusted source
20%

Here are two tips on how marketers can tweak app assets
to maximize visibility and discoverability:
• App title. One of the easiest elements of ASO involves
choosing a title that quickly conveys its primary
purpose, but also includes keywords to improve search
rankings. But both Google and Apple limit the number
of characters in an app’s title to stop developers and
publishers from stuffing titles with keywords. A carefully
chosen title can both deliver SEO strength and clearly
convey the app’s function.
• App description. If you weren’t able to include all of
your desired SEO magic in the app title, here’s a second
shot at it. But don’t overload your description with
content designed to appeal foremost to crawler bots.
Remember that you need to entice an actual person
to download and then engage with the app. Good
copywriting blends keywords with a clear description of
what your app does.

10%
Mobile ad in social
11%
24%

We want your feedback!

Mobile ad in search
6%

We’re exploring a new look for our Roundup

19%

product, and we’d like to hear from you. Please

Other mobile ad
4%

take our poll and let us know how we’re doing.
41%

Most likely

Least likely

Note: ages 18-73
Source: Button and App Annie, "2017 Index: The Mobile Consumer," Nov 16,
2017
233037
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App Reinstalls: The Biggest Secret in the Mobile App Ecosystem
This post was contributed and sponsored by Tune.
Mobile marketing experts have lacked a way to
accurately measure mobile app reinstalls—until
now. Using new deterministic data from the iOS
App Store and Google Play, TUNE analyzed a
sample of 3.1 billion app installs from around the
world over the period from November 2017 to
May 2018. Of these installs, 42% turned out to be
app reinstalls.
The bottom line? App reinstalls are more prevalent than
most mobile experts perceive. And this prevalence of
reinstalls worldwide, coupled with a new capability to
measure them, will fundamentally change how mobile
marketers approach user acquisition, engagement
and retention.
New measurement brings reinstalls to light
In May 2018, TUNE launched new measurement
capabilities that enabled marketers to differentiate
between new app installs and app reinstalls. At the same
time, we released a free report that highlights the most
interesting and impactful data we observed during the
six months this capability was in development.
• in specific app categories, reinstall rates are as
high as 75%
• more apps are reinstalled on iOS (47%) than on
Android (37%)
• North America has the lowest reinstall rate at
28.5%; South America has the highest at 43.9%
• search drives 65% of all app reinstall behavior
• game apps are reinstalled 55% more often than
non-game apps
App reinstalls and mobile user acquisition
While the ability to measure app reinstalls will have wideranging ramifications for the mobile app ecosystem,
marketers specializing in user acquisition stand to gain
the most in the immediate future. Mobile user acquisition
is a big business, raking in $10 to $15 billion globally in
2017. It’s also changing.
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Historically, user acquisition focused exclusively on new
installs. Today, it’s about finding and acquiring engaged
customers. Engaged mobile customers sign up, return
regularly and spend significant amounts of their time
and money in apps. This behavior is driving the digital
economy: By 2020, it’s estimated that mobile apps
will generate almost $200 billion in revenue through
advertising and in-app purchases of virtual goods.
Before now, what hasn’t come up when marketers talk
about user acquisition is reinstalls— or the possibility
that reinstalls could be more valuable than initial installs.
Because the functionality to measure app reinstalls
is brand new, it’s likely that most user acquisition
professionals are not aware the capability exists. But not
for long.
Combined with direct data access and cohort reporting,
reinstall measurement will open a new world of
possibilities for mobile marketers, such as making it
possible to conduct true lifetime value analyses of
returning app customers. Beyond acquisition, marketers
will be able to use reinstall data to tailor engagement and
retention strategies to their most valuable user segments:
re-engaged, high-intent app customers. The possibilities
are endless—now that marketers know they exist.
For our complete research and analysis on mobile app
reinstalls, including exclusive data from the Apple Search
Ads platform and survey results on mobile consumer
behavior, download the full free report.
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What’s Possible for Targeting Based on Offline Purchase Data?
New developments for the CPG industry

Nishat Mehta
President, Media Center of Excellence
IRI

In-store purchase data is one of the last missing
pieces of the digital puzzle for consumer
packaged goods (CPG) brands. Nishat Mehta,
president of IRI’s Media Center of Excellence—
the market research company’s team that
develops new targeting and measurement
products for CPG, retail and media companies—
spoke with eMarketer’s Yory Wurmser about the
rise of targeting based on in-store purchases and
what’s currently attainable for CPG marketers.
eMarketer: Have you seen an increased interest in O2O
[online-to-offline] solutions over the past year or so?
Nishat Mehta: We have. The biggest challenge we face
is educating the market that purchase-based solutions
actually exist. For a hundred years, CPGs have been
used to doing advertising on proxies and not on actual
offline behavior.
We’re seeing huge interest because the performance is
significantly better. Purchase-based targeting is maybe
twice as expensive, but has roughly four to five times the
ROAS [return on ad spend] of targeting based on context
or demographics.
eMarketer: What’s an example of a purchase-based
targeting product?
Nishat Mehta: We recently released “purchase cycle
audiences.” The general idea is that if you’re a buyer of
Tide laundry detergent in your household, your cycle is,
for instance, 12 weeks. Once we understand that you’ve
purchased the product, we remove you from the audience
for the next nine weeks. And once you’re through 75% of
your purchase cycle, starting in week 10, we add you back
into the audience for the next five weeks.
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“Purchase-based targeting is maybe twice
as expensive, but has roughly four to five
times the ROAS of targeting based on
context or demographics.”
At the end of 15 weeks, if you haven’t purchased, we make
an assumption that you’re a lapsed buyer, at which point,
starting again in week 21, which will be your next purchase
cycle, we can add you back into the audience with different
creative. It’s likely to be focused on a win-back rather than
on a purchase to a loyal household.
eMarketer: How quickly do the marketers themselves
get data that shows whether their ads actually drove
a purchase?
Nishat Mehta: We deliver measurement results starting
in week five of a 12-week campaign, and then every week
until the end of the campaign. Four weeks after the end of
the campaign, we deliver a [full-campaign] assessment.
eMarketer: Is it difficult to optimize advertising based on
offline purchases before four or five weeks?
Nishat Mehta: Yes. We get the data weekly, so we have
the data in the first week, but realistically, you need two
weeks for there to be enough impressions in market.
Because the purchase takes place offline, you then need at
least a week, maybe two, for the behavior to occur. I don’t
purchase groceries every single day. I go to the grocery
store once a week, so even if I saw an ad on Tuesday,
you might have to wait until the following Saturday until
I actually purchase in that category. And then it takes a
week or so for the data to flow through back to IRI and get
reconciled. That’s the reason for the five-week period.
eMarketer: Are you exploring any ways of getting the data
in real time from point-of-sale systems?
Nishat Mehta: We’ve moved to a daily data feed with a
few of our retailers, but not more frequent than that. About
30% of our data set is daily. The other 70% is weekly. A goal
of ours is certainly to move everybody over to daily.
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I don’t know if we’ll move faster than that, only because
the use case becomes less critical. If we update an
audience, for instance, we’ll first push it to [an identity
graph like] LiveRamp, which then pushes it to the endpoint.
That whole process can sometimes take anywhere from
five to 10 business days.

“We’re starting to look for things like online
engagement with the ad that can actually
be a proxy for a future purchase.”
eMarketer: How are you getting around the challenge of
optimization if you have a time lag of several weeks?

eMarketer: How do you think all of the recent privacy
concerns affect O2O?
Nishat Mehta: Empathy matters. All too often in ad tech,
we forget that the end goal isn’t the next campaign, or the
number of impressions we sold, but building the brand or
actually driving sales. If we get this wrong and use data
poorly, the consumer will ultimately force us to shut down
[any abuse of data] through whatever mechanisms exist,
either with ad blockers or through regulation.
It might be a winding path to get there, but 10 years from
now, the advertising industry is going to be what the
consumer asked it to be, and that’s a good thing.

Nishat Mehta: We’re starting to look for things like online
engagement with the ad that can actually be a proxy for a
future purchase. And even if they’re 60% correlated with a
future purchase, if the proxy metric is available to us within
minutes of the impression being served, maybe that’s good
enough for us to make some optimization decisions. We’re
trying a whole host of ideas here that might result in better
proxies, especially for long purchase cycle products.

In the Race to Digital, Don’t Lose Sight of Powerful Offline Insights
Location data connects the dots

Mark Coffey
Senior Vice President, Strategic Partnerships
GasBuddy

Marketers’ attention and dollars are shifting
to digital, but consumers still make the vast
majority of purchases in-store. Mark Coffey,
senior vice president of strategic partnerships
at location-based gas price comparison app
GasBuddy, spoke with eMarketer’s Caroline
Cakebread about how location data can repair
the disconnect between consumers’ online and
offline journey.

eMarketer: How blurred has the line between online and
offline become for marketers?
Mark Coffey: I often say to our clients that marketing
headlines are distracting. A lot of them talk about where
we’re going—they’re not necessarily reflective of where
we are. While a lot of the evolution of ad tech and offline
measurement is exciting, the reality today is that there’s
a significant gap between what marketers know about
consumers’ behavior online and offline.
We’re all enamored with the extraordinary growth of
Amazon and the significant growth in ecommerce, but
most purchases still happen offline. And the challenge is
that commerce is switching from offline to online in a more
accelerated fashion.
Over time, we’ll stop looking at online to offline as
two separate experiences, especially considering that
consumers have a smartphone with them all the time.
eMarketer: Is location data key to closing that gap?
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Mark Coffey: We generate a significant amount of firstparty data from our audience. Our location intelligence
allows us to give retailers a broad and colorful canvas of
the consumer journey. We can not only generate insights
into consumer behavior, but convert those insights to
opportunities for impact.

Mark Coffey: Location data is the cookie for the real
world. It allows us to run a campaign on cost per visit. Our
goal with Dunkin’ Donuts is to increase footfall into specific
locations. We have to be able to measure and demonstrate
that we pulled in more than usual, and we’re able to do
that by looking at historical location data.

The goal is to get the customer in line—we don’t care
whether that’s an ecommerce line or the line in a
physical store.

“Location data is the cookie for the
real world.”

“The goal is to get the customer in line—we
don’t care whether that’s an ecommerce
line or the line in a physical store.”
eMarketer: Which of these insights are most meaningful?
Mark Coffey: That’s a tough one. Ultimately, we’re most
interested in the initial signal that tells us the physical
location of a user.
We know from our research that consumers don’t need
convincing—they need reminding. We’re launching
a partnership with Dunkin’ Donuts on a direct retail
strategy—drive to retail is a big strategy for 2018. It will
show GasBuddy users when they’re in immediate proximity
of a Dunkin’ Donuts while they’re using the app and drive
them to the location with a relevant offer. The campaign
will activate when the user is in immediate proximity to a
specific action that we can remind them to take.
eMarketer: What else is important beyond
physical location?
Mark Coffey: Right behind physical location, dwell time is
critically important. Knowing you’re passing a store doesn’t
tell us anything about you other than where you’re going in
the world.
Our primary use case is an example. We know that the
average time to gas a car is about 3 minutes, and 52% of
people who get out of the car to get gas don’t go into the
convenience store—that’s where the profit margin is. We
can make fast assumptions looking at dwell time.
eMarketer: How are you measuring the effectiveness of
campaigns like the one you’re doing for Dunkin’ Donuts?
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We’ll serve a user specific messaging against specific times
at specific locations, and track messaging and offers and
then what finally convinces them—or reminds them—to go
in and buy something from Dunkin’ Donuts. Then we can
ultimately tie the entire campaign back to that measurable
ROI [return on investment], which is the cost per visit.
Now when we look at the complicated consumer journey
where people go across multiple online and offline
touchpoints, the ability to measure real-world visits and
then map that against historical visitation data allows
us to show return on an advertiser’s investment in a
granular way.
eMarketer: Campaigns like these can only work if
consumers opt in to share their location. How concerned
are consumers about privacy? And how can marketers
stay ahead of their concerns?
Mark Coffey: Facebook is getting a lot of flak, and once
users start looking at the data both Facebook and Google
have on them, they’ll become more aware. And that
awareness will convert to empowerment.
Users already have significant control over what is
collected and shared. They’re just not well-informed on
how to leverage that yet. First-party partners—like us—will
become more significant over time because of the relevant
contextual reason why we gather location data. For the app
to work, we need to know where you are.
You have to have an open and honest conversation about
why you’re collecting location data and make sure there’s
a fair trade of value between the platform or publisher
and the consumer. We’re focused on having a trusting,
transparent relationship with our users, because without
them we have nothing.
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APP REINSTALLS:

The biggest hidden secret
in the mobile app ecosystem
In cooperation with Apple,
TUNE analyzed a sample of 3.1 billion app installs
between November 2017 and May 2018.
The results will forever change how mobile marketers
approach retention, engagement, and acquisition.
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